
LakeLanier.com advertising



You can reach 400,000 Lake Lanier visitors every year
Yes, that's correct. LakeLanier.com is the most popular website about Lake

Lanier. 

LakeLanier.com has been active since 1996 and now reaches around 400,000

people per year. In the height of the summer, over 60,000 people visit every

month.

More about these 400,000 visitors
The traffic to LakeLanier.com is seasonal. The image below shows visitor

numbers from January 2014 to the end of October 2015.

You can see that traffic peaks in the summer and around the end of the year.

However, even in the slow season, there are between 15,000 and 25,000

monthly visitors.

70% of the visitors are from Georgia, although noticeable percentages come

from Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina and other states.
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When it comes to Georgia visitors, most come from North Georgia:

Digging deeper, these are the age ranges of the visitors:
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Because LakeLanier.com is nearly 20 years old and full of great content, it is

well positioned in search engines. Nearly 80% of LakeLanier.com traffic is from

people searching for attractions or information:
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More about advertising on LakeLanier.com
For many years, LakeLanier.com used banner advertising. However, with the

increase in the use of adblockers, we are moving away from banners.

We find that text advertising is more effective for desktop visitors, and

especially for mobile visitors.

We find this text advertising to be highly effective and to send a large number

of vistiors. Plus, it can't be hidden by adblockers.

Here are examples of text advertising on LakeLanier.com:

http://lakelanier.com/accommodations/

http://lakelanier.com/restaurants/
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Next Steps
Thank you for reading over the details.

If you are interested in advertising on LakeLanier.com, please don't hesitate to

get in touch with either me or one of our team members.

Steve Burge

Phone: 678-516-4410

Email: info@lakelanier.com
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